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Windows Of Faith
Elouise Pestle
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The setting is medieval Europe. Lo, a lowly peasant
comes into the cool recesses of an already-ancient
cathedral to kneel in supplication before the altar.
Sunlight, through the stained glass window above the
altar, illumines his head with ribbons of light in the rich
reds and blues and the gold of the clerestory's majestic
scene of the Holy Eucharist. Angels hover here in a
frozen timelessness of heavenly light to welcome the
Christ in Ascension in the central panel. Apostles and
Saints in acts of good works flank the angels. Adjacent
panels unfold a panorama: the story of manfromAdam,
his fall and redemption, until the narrative windows
become a vast, illuminated missal for the teachings of
the church.
The peasant before the altar cannot read. But as his
eyes look heavenward to the windows' scriptural pageantry, the worshiper "reads" the story of his faith, as a
child follows a picture story book of holy figures.
The altar before him is inscribed in Latin: "Behold
The Bread of Angels Becomes The Food of The Wayfarers." And beneath the tabernacle: "This Is My Body."
But it was the story windows, not the lettered words,
that spoke to the untutored mind of the common worker
in the early centuries of the church. Then, opportunities
for learning were reserved for the privileged elite, mainly
the clergy and high ministers to Kings. The printing
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press had not yet been invented to distribute books to the
few who could afford them. Manuscripts could be
painstakingly copied by hand,,but were held primarily in
monastaries. So, it is believed, about A.D. 1000, stained
glass windows became pictorial in churches, to serve as
"books" for the religious education of the faithful who
could not read the written word.
No where in Southern Ohio is the glorious use of
stained glass storytelling more evident than just across
the river from Cincinnati, in the Cathedral Basilica of
the Assumption, seat of the Catholic EHocese of Covington, Kentucky. Begun in 1894, Covington's cathedral is
patterned in majestic grandeur after the gothic design of
Notre Dame de Paris, the dowager queen of French
cathedrals, and the Abbey Church of Saint-Denis, Paris.
Like a medieval pilgrim, you enter Covington's
Basilica, awed by the two rose windows that measure
twenty-six feet in diameter. The main sanctuary contains eighty-two windows in all. The exquisite stained
glass that lines the nave and clerestory was crafted in
Munich, Germany, early in the twentieth century.
The north transept window is sixty-seven feet in
height by twenty-four feet in width and is the largest
stained glass window in the world, the guide book tells
us. In regal procession, the early church fathers are
represented here in deliberation at the fifth century
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The North Transept
of Covington's
Basilica of the
Assumption. The
world's largest
stained glass window
is easily seen in this
wintertime photo.
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Just a lew blocks south of Cincinnati's historic
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The world's largest stained
glass window features panels
depicting proceedings of the
Council ofEphesus and the
coronation of Mary as the
Mother of God. This
window measures 67 feet
in height hy 24 feet wide.
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Suspension Bridge-"...an art and architectural monument to be treasured for centuries..."

A small, formal garden borders the
south side ofthe Basilica. A
museum and gift shop are in the
building on the left. Public tours
are regularly conducted through
the Basilica.

The facade of the Basilica was originally
designed by architect Leon Coquard who
based its overall architecture on the
famous Notre Dame de Paris. The final
version was designed and built under
the supervision of architect David Davis
from 1908 to 1910. The facade stands
128 feet above street level. Many of its
adornments were carved by well known
Cincinnati sculptor, Clement Barnhorn.
Interior art treasures of the Basilica
include wall murals painted by
Covington's famous artist, Frank
Duveneck, and mosaic murals created
in Venice Italy.
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Ecumenical Council of Ephesus as they proclaim Mary
to be the Mother of God. Above the Council portrayal,
the upper tier of the window illusfrates Jesus and Mary,
in an aura of brilliant white light, at the coronation of the
Virgin as queen of heaven and earth.
It is a sunny day when we visit here and a translucent
light of a Joseph's coat of myriad colors radiates through
the glass. The artisans' subtle blending of hues lends a
life-like reality to the figures of saints, angels and the
Holy Family surrounding the sanctuary. You want to
reach out, to touch the hems of their garments, but don't,
for fear of breaking this spell of beauty; for fear that at
the feel of glass you will realize you're not in heaven,
after all.
Each of the rose windows (termed "massive," and
rightly so, by the church brochure) bears its own theme:
One window is centered by a papal tiara; the other by the
alpha and omega.
When rose windows first originated in Europe, they
were in a simpler wheel shape, after the bibUcal Ezekiel's
wheel, or, some say, in honor of the wheel of St.
Catherine's torture. More probably, though, for the
wheel's liturgical symbolism as the moving force of
Divine power.
Medieval craftsmen chipped and pierced stone slabs
into a wheel pattern and fitted mosaics of colored glass
between the spokes, or tracery bars, that radiated from
the center of the wheel. From this prototype, with the
perfection of more sophisticated chisels, masons learned
to cut the stone fretwork into more intricate spoke
designs of delicate patterns with wavy curves at the
outer edges to suggest an opening rose. The colored
sheet glass, which was in small pieces anyway in early
pourings, was cut into shapes to form a theme and fitted
into petal fretwork.
Being aware of this century's formidable construe-
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tion costs for edifices of such enormous undertaking, we
shudder at what it must have cost in lives and fortunes,
from A.D. 500 to A.D. 1500, to build the grand scale
shrines that are still today's world masterpieces of
artistry and craftmanship. (Built in the 1990s by the
lowest bidder, they might well fall by tomorrow.)
Even after adjusting for today's inflation back to the
medieval pence, churches must have been hard pressed
for funds to build. Records available in the cathedral at
Siena, Italy, indicate that a portion of all church contributions from individuals, the offerings of zeal or superstition, were laid aside for church building.
When voluntary giving fell short of offering plate
needs, the church resorted to mandatory levies upon the
faithful and direct pleas for support. Fund-raising is not
a phenomenon of present-day church building committees. The difference today lies in your consolation that,
though you feel the Bishop may wish to excommunicate
you for not giving more generously, you can't be hung
by the thumbs for being stingy with your church.
However, it is questionable which of these two evils
would be the easier to bear, which promotes the policy:
Just pay up and keep quiet.
According to early chroniclers of Florence, Italy,
church authorities raised funds for one cathedral in the
fourteenth century by ordering every warehouse and
craftman's shop to keep a box wherein a certain sum—
the pence of the Lord—should be put on the occasion of
every sale or purchase and this amounted to 2000 lire
each year of the law.
Even robbers were required in the Middle Ages to
share thievery with the church, in some fiefdoms. In a
translation of Malavolti's Historia, we find: Many a
robber chieftain of the mountains was forced, during the
thirteenth century, to submit himself, his castle and his
lands in feud to Siena (Italy) and, as a sign of his
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submission, to make offerings each year with his own Perhaps their pride was soothed by feeling that this
hand of a certain number of silver marks on the high giving of tribute was in the form of an offering in the
service of the Lord. However, the debt lay on more than
altar of the cathedral.
When it came to hire master glaziers to create the one generation, for most cathedrals took centuries to
Siena Cathedral's stained glass windows, tributes were build. It required one hundred and forty years to erect
paid to the church in so many wax candles per parish- the Notre Dame de Paris. Cologne Cathedral was begun
ioner, relates Malavolti. With great quantities of candles in 1248 and completed six hundred and thirty-eight
at their disposal, the church turned these offerings into years later. The Covington, Kentucky, Basilica, begun
large profits by selling these candles to the faithful to in 1894, still lacks its twin towers, because the cost of
bum at shrines of saints and to carry in religious proces- construction far exceeded expectation, states the church
brochure.
sionals on holy feast days.
Perfecting the craft of coloring, cutting and leadFeast days also brought tribute into the religious
coffers. On the annualfifteenthof August vigil of the fitting stained glass pieces intoframesalso spread over
Feast of the Madonna of the Assumption (to whom the many centuries before this art form reached its zenith in
cathedral of Siena was dedicated), processions were the cathedrals of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
formed of citizens from every village that had been Today'sfinishedproduct is a far cryfromman's earliest
annexed to Siena by force or peaceful means. Each attempts at glassmaking, when the glass was of someinhabitant, from eighteen to seventy years of age, was times rough and uneven quality.
obligated by a Siena ordinance of A.D. 1200 to offer a
Man-made glass beads that may have adorned the
wax candle on Feast Day or face a penalty of one slender throats of pharoah queens, circa 2500 B.C., have
hundred soldi, according to Malavolti.
been unearthed in Egyptian tombs. Other museum
The citizens marched to the church arranged under collections include small glass vessels, believed to be of
the ensigns of their trades or the banners of their Mesopotamian origin, nearly 4000 years old. But these
parishes, headed by the nobles of the city in their mostvial shapes were not of man-made glass; they had been
splendid apparel. These faithfiil were conducted in chiseled from a solid crystal.
solemn pomp to the cathedral to take part in the sacred Whether for fashioning ornaments, utilitarian observices and lay their offerings on the high altar, Mala-jects or window glass, the earliest glassmaking ingredivolti narrates. The ministrations of the church were ents were similar—of quarried white sand, limestone
made more magnificent by the stately order of the and soda, melted and mixed with a variety of metal
processions, the display of gay and costly dresses, the oxides for coloration. And "stained" glass may be a
gleaming armor and the waving of innumerable ban- misnomer, for such windows are generally made of
ners.
colored glass. The staining technique is only one method
Most of the nobles rendered unto the Bishop the first of applying additional shadings and features to colored
day of the Feast, as those of highest ranks werefirstin glassfigurations,which were then fired.
the processionals. But the common folk, it is said, may
C.E. Norton, in his 1880 edition of Historical Studhave had to stand in line two days, bringing up the rear. ies of Church Building in the Middle Ages, credits
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Emporer Justinian of the sixth century as employing
glass workers to create the first recorded stained glass
windows for a church, which he had installed in the great
church of St. Sophia in Constantinople. These early
examples were mosaics of colored glass fitted into
decorative patterns between intricate lace-like carvings
in a stone frame. Earlier colored windows are thought
to have only been painted glass.
In their beginnings, in Europe and the near East,
windows were few and small, to more effectively prevent the entrance of enemy or unwelcome beast. Legend
has it that the first windows of religious significance, in
a Trinity sequence, were at the order of Barbara of
Nicomedia. (She was later canonized as St. Barbara.)
Barbara was the daughter of a wealthy baron of the third
century who built onto his castle a separate tower for her
use only, where she lived a secluded and lonely life of
introspection.
When rumors reached Barbara of a new belief called
Christianity, she had a religious man (disguised as a
physician to tend her) smuggled into her tower to instruct her in this new thinking. After her conversion, she
noticed there were only two windows in her tower and
commanded workmen to install a third window—ex-
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plaining to her father that the soul received its light
through three windows: The Father, Son and Holy
Ghost. Her father, a heathen, became enraged at his
daughter's conversion and turned her in to the Governor
to be tortured as a Christian. At his own insistence, the
father climaxed his daughter's suffering by beheading
her with his sword.
St. Barbara's adoration of Divine Light, art historians say, was one of the inspirations behind the increase
in the size and number of windows set into Europe's
cathedrals. The religious philosopher. Abbot Suger of
France, builder of the twelfth century Cathedral of
Saint-Denis, Paris, believed Divine Light should be
used as if it were a construction tool in the design of
cathedrals; that stained glass enacts the metaphor by
transforming ordinary sunlight into a miraculous kaleidoscope of sunburst color, evidence of God's presence.
In these early window creations, exact formulas for
glassmaking must have varied greatly from region to
region, depending on the availability of materials.
Northern Europe had large quantities of soda-ash
handy from its heavily-forested lands. Their glassmakers favored ash from their burned beech and oak
hardwoods. The Venetians had no such supply of trees
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on their canal-laced lagoon island and substituted potash from incinerated seaweed for wood soda-ash.
Obviously, this was no detriment to quality, as the
Venetians were acclaimed for the clarity of their lavishly decorated glass. And they were reluctant to share
their technology with competing glass workers.
But, then, competition is competition, no matter
what the era. Family-held formulas were jealously
guarded secrets, passedfromone generation to the next.
Kings, who were patrons of the arts, closeted their
skilled workmen, regarding glass artisans as valuable
national property. These craftsmen were refused permission to travel abroad, for fear secrets of their trade
would spread to competing glass centers, such as
Damascus.
While in Russia, we learned of another ruler covetous of things aesthetically pleasing: Ivan the Terrible
ordered his favorite architect to design "the most beautiful and ornate cathedral (on what is now Red Square in
Moscow) in all the kingdoms." Then blinded his architect to prevent his building a rival church.
To protect their monopoly of certain technologies,
Venetian glass workers formed a tightly-regulated guild
in the thirteenth century and moved their large glassworks to Murano, an island close by. It was said the
move was to protect the cityfromthefirehazard of the
works' open furnaces. But the move also prevented the
escape of their highly-skilled workers.
In the United States, stained glass reached a new
perfection in the art work of Louis Comfort Tiffany
(1848-1923), whose New York City studio became
renowned for its superior quality, originality and variety
of lamps, vases and ornamental objects in the Art Nou-

veau style—and for stained glass for homes and religious edifices.
In the Southern Ohio county seat of Hillsboro there
is a superb stained glass window—thought to be a
Tiffany—in the St. Mary's Episcopal Church on North
High Street. The glass appears to bear hallmark traits of
a Tiffany: It is executed in favrile glass of irridescent
colors and in the more natural forms typical of the
Tiffany school.
The window graces the baptistry alcove where it is
bathed in the purest of light from a northern exposure—
the lighting situation, we are told, most sought after by
artists, for a true appraisal of art in progress.
The window depicts Jesus blessing the children come
to him. The folds of Jesus' robe (in an uncommon
brilliance of reds) do not rely on staining or shading
pigments brushed over the colored glass, but are given
fold effects by the building up—almost modeling—of
layers of glass to portray texture—another characteristic
of Tiffany Studios' work. Likewise, other design features on the glass, such as the bouquet held by a child,
illustrate this use of layered and textured glass.
Before these windows, we marvel at the centuries
that have been devoted to developing this art of luminous shadings in glass, and of the artist's ability to
manipulate earth's raw materials into a melt that can
become be-dazzling arabesques of color.
The ancients began with simple metal oxides added
to the molten glass: copper to achieve ruby red, cobalt
for deep blue, manganese for amethyst or purple, antimony for yellow, iron for green (or brown or black by
some methods) and tin for opaque white glass.
Carefully, and with growing expertise, those first
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glassworkers learned to measure their ingredients. A
pinch extra here—a dipper less of oxide there—and
even small changes in oxide content would produce
giant gradations in the depth and richness of a color, or
could alter its character undesirably.
But trust the eye of the true craftsman whose artistry
will produce work worthy of any century. It is right,
then, for the parishioners to speak of the twelve stained
glass treasures of their church as the jewels in St.
Mary's crown.
Elouise Postle is well known as a storyteller/lecturer
whose writings frequently reflect her interest in history.
She has had numerous articles and poems published in
various magazines and newspapers. She makes her
home in Hillsboro.

Thought to be a creation of the famed
New York Tiffany Studios, the finely
layered stained glass in this window's
figurations gives added dimension to
the shading and reality of the flowers
held in the girl's hand and in Jesus'
robe. In the baptistry alcove of
St. Maiy's Episcopal Church,
Hillsboro, Ohio.

St. Mary's Episcopal Church,
erected in 1855 on North High
Street, is a beautiful Gothic-Style
edifice-an architectural gem not
to be overlooked. ^
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Brown County Historical Society

Scenes ^rom ^fie (Past
The street scene above was taken by
F. Stephen on September 14,1899
in Georgetown, Ohio. It shows the
DUNN & RICHARDS LIVERY, SALE
AND FEED STABLES conveniently
located just across Main Cross Street
(now Grant Avenue) from the
NATIONAL UNION HOTEL.
Standing in front are, L to R:
Will Waters, William Richards,
Bill Inskeep, unidentified. Perry Dunn,
Orman Dunn and Charles Lewis.

The National Union Hotel in 1876
.V--i^i«-i^«S5S^
Atlas of Brown County, Ohio 1876
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Clermont
County's
First
Seat
Of
Justice
Robert K. Slade

Historians have observed that early settlers
of Clermont County were identified by common interests, manners, and education to a
greater degree than any of the other Ohio
settlements. They originally came from some
of the best families of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Maryland, and Kentucky. They
were endowed with abundant energy, were
practical agriculturists, were straightforward
in objectives and prompt in meeting obligations. These traits are reflected in their early
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concern for good local government.
Following the county's creation in December of
1800, Lytles Town (Williamsburg) was named county
seat in early 1801. Thomas Morris agreed to furnish
quarters, tables, fuel, etc. for the new court at a cost of
twenty dollars per year. His house, which was used
as the court room until 1810, was a log cabin joined
by two other cabins, one of which was used as a jail
and the other as a tavern. The jail contained at various times many luckless debtors, but its main occupants were horse thieves—the scourge of the early
settlers.
The first court in the county was the Court of
Quarterly Sessions which convened at Williamsburg
on the fourth Tuesday in February, 1801. Owen Todd
was Chief Justice, and the Associate Justices were
William Hunter, Amos Ellis, William Buchanan,
Philip Gatch, Robert Higgins, John Hunter, Jasper
Shotwell, Houton Clarke, and Alexander Martin.
William Lytle served as Clerk and William Perry as
Sheriff. The county Grand Jury was also sworn in at
this time. No business requiring the attention of the
jury, the court proceeded to divide the county into
five townships—Ohio, Washington, Pleasant,
O'Bannon, and Williamsburg, and appointed constables, appraisers of houses, supervisors, auditors,
overseers of the poor, and fence reviewers for each
township.
In 1805 a contract was made with John Charles
and John Wright for the erection of a courthouse, not
to exceed in cost, $1499. It was built on the public
square that William Lytle had donated for this purpose when he founded the village in 1796 (see Ohio
Southland, Issue #2, 1991). In 1811 a fine stone jail
was erected, costing $2986.
In 1818 Brown County was formed, taking away
from Clermont County four townships and leaving
Williamsburg only a short distance from the new
boundary line. This led to proposals for changing the
county seat and in 1823 an act was passed by the
Ohio Legislature removing the county seat from
Williamsburg and recommending New Richmond as
a suitable location. This stirted up the whole county
and the contest was so warm that several street fights
and quarrels occurred between the contending sides.
The legislature then appointed three prominent men in
the state to examine the county and select a permanent county seat. They did so and chose New
Richmond as the place and lots 105 and 106 as sites

The First Courthouse...
The Morris/Sinks Tavern

When Williamsburg was designated the seat of
justice for Clermont County in February, 1801,
county officials began leasing space from Thomas
Morris for a courtroom and jail. Morris, who later
served with distinction in the U.S. Senate, had
moved to Williamsburg in the Summer of 1800 and
proceeded to erect a substantial log structure. He
was licensed on May 26, 1801 to keep a public
tavern here and continued this business until he
moved to Bethel in 1804. So, for a period of about
three years, Morris and his wife rented part of their
home for a courtroom, another part for a jail, used
yet another section for their tavern all the while
maintaining their own residence here. And, in
addition to all this, Thomas built and operated a
brick kiln on this property! But despite these
various income-producing projects, Morris and his
wife are described as still being so destitute of
funds they could not afford to use a tallow candle at
night when Thomas began his intense study of law
in 1802 having to burn "hickory bark or a clapboard
in his cabin" for sufficient reading light. In 1804
Nicholas Sinks bought the Morris property and
continued to operate the tavern for several more
years. He also contracted with the county to
"furnish a room with convenient benches, tables
and seats for the purpose of holding courts...and to
keep the necessary fires for the comfort and convenience of the court..." through 1809.
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Williamsburg's Public Buildings
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This is the only known photograph of the old counnouse ana jaii mat siooa in vviiiiamsDurg. It
appears the windows and doors were already removed from the pioneer-era structures, so it is
believed this daguerreotype view was taken in 1858 as the two stone buildings were being razed.
The courthouse (on the right) was a Greek-Revival edifice with a distinctive pedimented facade.
Although construction did not begin on the courthouse until 1805, stone was hauled to the site in
1803 and '04 by William Perry, John Kain and Archibald McLean. Peter Light, a surveyor by trade,
acted as architect with assistance from John Charles and Jasper Shotwell. John Charles was a
stonemason and, with John Wright, was awarded the contract for building the new courthouse.
Due to a lack of funds and other problems, construction of this temple of justice spanned four years:
1805-1809, and served Clermont Countians from 1810 to February of 1824 when the county seat
was moved to Batavia.
The stone jail, shown on the left, was completed
in December of 1811 and replaced an earlier
structure built of logs. Again, John Charles was
awarded the contract for erecting this building.
The former courthouse and jail were demolished
by the village for the construction of a new school
building which was opened in December, 1860.
The J 860 school built on the site of the old stone courthouse
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for the county buildings. Public buildings were
erected, but upon the contractors applying to the
commissioners for a release from their bond, having
completed their work, they were refused, the commissioners,.claiming the structures were not equal to those
in Williamsburg. This was followed by an act of the
legislature on February 21, 1824 naming Batavia as

the county seat due to its central location. Here it has
since remained.
Robert K. Slade is a well known chronicler of Clermont County history. He is a retired Clermont
County educator and makes his home in Batavia.

Among the oldest surviving structures in Williamsburg is the Colonel Samuel W.
Davis House on Front Street. Finely crafted out of native limestone, this old
landmark was erected in 1803. During those early, formative years of Clermont
County, the Davis House "...served as the headquarters in times of military
gatherings..." Apparently its main room served as a place where military courts
were held being used "...in trying those who had violated the code of that period.'
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The

Stephen Kelley

It was a cold winter's day in
December. 1809. The usual group
that congregated at George Barrere's
Tavern in New Market in Highland
County were discussing the quality
of whiskey that old George was
serving his customers. It was satisfactory and brought about the desired results, but it certainly was not
like that good sipping whiskey made
by James Hemphill down in Adams
County.
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route after the surveyor. Next came some
30 men with axes on
their shoulders, and
last, a "slide" (two
whiteoak poles, three
inches thick at the butt,
lower side sloped to
run or slide on the
ground, and inch pins
two feet long in the
upper
side
of
each...holes bored in
the upper end through
which "tugs" were
passed by which this
primitive vehicle was
The only portion of the Whiskey Road that retains its name is found
fastened to the hames
just west of Fairfax in Concord Township, Highland County.
on the horse, which
'
was placed between
Hemphill, described by one historian as an old Vir- the poles as in shafts...) on which, supported by the nvo
ginia Dutchman of considerable wealth, owned a largepins, was a full barrel of Jacob Medzker's newest
tract of land at the confluence of George's Creek and the whiskey, tapped and ready for use. Two or three tin cups
West Fork of Ohio Brush Creek in Scott Township. He attached to each other by a string, dangledfrom one end
was among the earliest pioneers in Adams County, of the pins, and a side of bacon from the other. A boy
settling on Beasley's Fork in the southern half of the bestrode the horse, under whom was a tow-linen bag
county in 1797. It was in 1805 when he bought the Scott partly ftlled with com dodgers. Some of the party
Township acreage where he built the first mill and carried, in addition to their axes, rifles and shot pouches
stillhouse in the township that same year. His fame as a To complete the train a large number ofdogs followed,
distiller of Monongahela Whiskey soon became wide- and a few of the most enterprising and venturesome of
spread and his product was never lacking a market.
the village boys hovered in the rear and ran along the
After much discussion and little debate by the group sides of the coterie, but were wisely driven back at the
at Barrere's Tavern, they decided to take positive action edge oftown. All the population, who remained at home,
to secure an adequate supply of Hemphill's spiritous were out to witness the departure of the road cutting
liquor. The main obstacle they had to overcome was the party.
forested wilderness that stretched from New Market to
Now it must be remembered that although most of
the Hemphill homestead. It was then they decided to this area was indeed a wilderness, by 1809 there were
blaze a new road over the fifteen or so mile route to several roads and trails that already existed. Hundreds
insure future requisitions of their favorite refreshment. of settlers had moved in to Highland and Adams County
The road building crew was organized and assembled since 1795 and trail blazing and road building had long
for their arduous task in front of Barrere's early on the been a priority among these settlers. So, you see, the
morning of December 31,1809. Highland County New Market expedition actually did not have to chop
historian of the 19th Century, Daniel Scott, described down every tree that stood in their way. Instead, they
the expedition as follows. He wrote. First was G. W. merely had to cut their new route from one existing trail
Barrere, Esq., acting Justice of the Peace for New or road to another.
Market township, and Senator for the counties ofHigh- Since this was not a legally sanctioned road, in later
land and Ross, with his compass and Jacob staff in hand.
years several sections fell into disuse and were closed.
No chain was needed and the surveying corps was Other sections were greatly altered, losing the original
completed by the presence ofone marker to "blaze " theidentity of the trail. As a result, a concentrated study of
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The old George W. Barrere tavern in New Market as it appeared circa 1920. It
no longer stands. This former landmark was originally constructed as a one-room
home for John Eversole. He sold the log structure in 1802 to Barrere who
enlarged it and therein opened his tavern. It was here the idea was birthed
to open up the now legendary Whiskey Road.
old maps has been used, along with local tradition, to
determine this route today. The "Whiskey Road" legend
has been more effectively maintained in Highland
County, and consequently a more exact route of the
historically acclaimed highway has been perpetuated
through the years by word of mouth from generation to
generation. As best as can be determined, the route

taken by those intrepid gentlemen in their quest for a
more refined liquid refreshment basically follows parts
of present-day Custer Road, Millers Chapel Road, Prine
Lane, Beatty Road and, appropriately enough. Whiskey
Road in Highland County.
After crossing the Adams County line, the group of
adventurers intersected with the West Union Road. This
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thoroughfare was still relatively new, having been blazed settlement. According to Scott, (The Whiskey Road)
in 1807 from West Union to Xenia. The section from passes through an intelligent, refined and Christian
West Union to Hillsboro is known today as Ohio 247 and community, who are quite as ambitious of a reputation
still basically follows the original survey made by General for temperance and as loud in the denunciations of
Nathaniel Beasley. By thetimethey hadti-aveledfrom whiskey as the most zealous, noisy and short sighted
New Market to the West Union Road, the day was well advocates of reform, in the favorite and exclusive subspent and the men decided to camp for the night. Again, ject of the quenching of thirst, apparently peculiar to
quotingfromhistorian Scott, The party camped out that frail man the world over.
night on Buckrun. Some of the hunters managed to kill After finally reaching their destination at 11 o'clock
some game, which, with the bacon and corn bread, that morning on New Year's Day, 1810, the men were
jiimished a supplyfor supper. Mike Moore happened toentertained by the Hemphills with a good dinner. They
be a fiddler and had fortunately taken the precaution to then purchased a barrel of Hemphill's finest whiskey,
sling his instrument on his back He gave them music atsecured it on their pole sled and headed back to New
the camp fire to their heart's content, and all who could,Market. Scott states. On the return route more speed
danced till a late hour. What better way for a bunch of was made, and, in view of the wonderfull shrinkage of
macho pioneers to celebrate New Year's Eve?
the fluid on the slide the previous day, more stringent
Upon close inspection the next morning, it was regulations were adopted, by which all hands succeede
discovered the barrel of whiskey they had brought with in reaching New Market before bed time, with considthem was nearly empty. This undoubtedly prompted erably more than half a barrel ofwhiskey—all safe and
them to hurry on their way, Senator Barrere still in the sound, on the slide. Thus was opened the road...
lead with his crew following closely behind. They
followed the West Union Road less than three miles
before veering off to the east following a part of what is
now known as the Watt Young Road. Staying on high
ground, they eventually reached the Ridge Road (presBelow: A wintertime scene on Buck Run, Scott
entiy Nichols Ridge Road). The Ridge Road paralleled
Township, Adams County. This picturesque
the West Fork of Ohio Brush Creek and led directly to
little stream was named by early immigrants who
James Hemphill and his legendary whiskey. This road,
settled herefrom Buck Run, Virginia.
no doubt, required
littie if any improvement by the Whiskey Road gang since
it had been built and
used extensively by
a significant settlement of Scotch-Irish
Covenanters who
had immigrated to
the area from Virginia and Pennsylvania. Ironically, the
Covenanters were
strongly opposed to
the use of hard liquor and undoubtedly
frowned upon the
party of men from
New Market who
passed through the
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An Owensville Landmark

The old Boston Methodist Episcopal Church, erected in 1858, is an elegant brick structure
located In the heart of Owensville. This Greek Revival edifice features a pedimented facade
with cornice returns and pilasters-typical architectural features to be found on an antebellum southern Ohio church. After several decades of use by the Methodists, it was used as
a house of worship for the Church of Christ until 1989. At that time the village of Owensville
bought the building and now uses it as a town hall.
This is also the headquarters of the Owensville & Vicinity Historical Society which is
attempting to get the old church listed as an historical landmark. According to Nancy Reed,
treasurer of the historical society, this former church has seen much history. Writing about
it she states, When Morgan's Raiders came through Owensville in 1863, an elderly man
went into the steeple and was the only person to fire on the invaders. Morgan ordered his
men to go into the church and capture the old man. They rode their horses to the second
floor and captured him. They forced him to walk behind their horses as they went on to
Williamsburg, dragging the flag he was flying from the steeple, in the dust behind him.
In order for the historical society to get the Boston M.E. Church listed on the Ohio Historic
Inventory and National Register of Historic Places, they need an early photo of the building
showing the original front doors which have long been replaced. Anyone with any such old
photographs are requested to contact the Owensville & Vicinity Historical Society - P.O. Box
743 - Owensville, Ohio 45160. ^
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On The Ohio.

This beautiful photo of the
packet, TACOMA, was
taken about 1900. The
TACOMA was built in 1883
at New Richmond, Ohio.
It was always based in
Cincinnati and was first
used in the CincinnatiChilo trade.
The TACOMA was
originally owned by the Ohio
River Packet Company.
The Greene Line bought the
company and boat in 1904.
The TACOMA's trade was
then stretched to Pomeroy,
Ohio and Charleston, West
Virginia. Other ports
regularly visited in the Ohio
Southland area included
New Richmond, Moscow
and Manchester.
The TACOMA's career
tragically ended when she
was destroyed by fire at the
Cincinnati public landing on
November 4, 1922.
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First Encounters
A New Traveling Exhibit
at the Museum Center at Union Terminal in Cincinnati
February 23 - May 1, 1992
First Encounters is a dramatic new traveling exhibit commemorating the 500th anniversary of Columbus'
landing in the Caribbean and explores the story of Spanish exploration there and in the southeastern U.S.
The exhibit covers the time period from 1492 to 1570, from the time of Christopher Columbus to the
founding of St. .Augustine, Florida.
Co-sponsored by the Cincinnati Museum of Natural History and the The Cincinnati Historical Society, and
curated by the Florida Museum of Natural History, the 4,200 square foot exhibit includes a two-thirds scale
replica of Columbus' favorite ship, the Nina, dioramas of Native Americans from the southeastern U.S., a
life-size diorama of a Spanish explorer on horseback accompanied by an armored war dog, and Spanish and
native artifacts from sites in the Caribbean islands and on the mainland—armor and weaponry, ceramics,
jewelry, ritual objects, tools and utensils.
First Encounters will be displayed in the Changing Exhibits Hall at the Museum Center at Union Terminal,
1301 Western Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45203. Exhibit hours are Monday through Saturday, 9 AM-5 PM.
Sunday 11 AM-6 PM. For more information call (513) 287-7000 or 1-800-733-2077.
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Winged
Tigers
Celeste Baumgartner

My ample opportunities of fully
observing these interesting birds
in captivity as well as in a state of
freedom, and indeed all that I
have seen of them—their untamable ferocity, their magnificent
bearing, their strictly carnivorous
tastes—would make one rank
these winged tigers among the
most pronounced and savage birds
of prey.
Ernest Thompson Seton, the
nineteenth century Canadian
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naturalist said this about the great
homed owl.
Although to the average field
mouse a great homed owl is
probably no more savage than any
other bird of prey, or for that
matter, even the family kitty cat,
one can't deny their untamable
ferocity and magnificent bearing.
The only large owl with ear
tufts or "horns," these birds stand
about two feet high and have a
wingspan of about four feet.
Upper parts are mottled yellowish,
brown, white and black. Under
parts are barred white and dark
and they have a white bib. Their
toes are feathered.
Forward facing eyes are large,
round and yellow. They cannot
move their eyes around in their
sockets. To compensate for this
they have exfra bones in their neck
and though they can't turn their

head all the way around, they can
turn it so far that they can see
behind themselves!
Owls cannot see in complete

"...the female is
often covered
with snow as she
incubates the two
or three eggs."
darkness. Their large pupils open
wide and they can see very well in
dim tight.
Their short, downcurved beak
is advantageous in that it does not

protrude and interfere with eyesight. At the base of the bill are
the nostiils. Great homed owls
probably do not have a good sense
of smell. They often reek of
skunk odor, yet do not seem to be
bothered by it.
Their ear tufts are about two
inches long. Their purpose is not
understood. They resemble ears,
but have nothing to do with
hearing. When alarmed, owls tend
to have their tufts straight up, and
this could help to camouflage
them. Some naturalists think they
may help one species of owl
recognize another of its kind.
Great homed owls' ears are
located behind their facial disk.
They are vertical openings and
have a feathered flap infrontof
and behind each ear. One ear is
higher than the other. By moving
these flaps the owl can tell where
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the sound is coming from. The
stiff feathers of their facial disk
help funnel the sound into their
ears.
Their silent flight also helps
them to hear the movement of
their prey, and distinguish it from
other sounds. It enables them to
sneak up" on their victim. The
front edges of owl feathers have a
soft fringe. This probably helps
them to fly noiselessly.
These owls are nocturnal
(night) hunters. They eat only
other animals. Pinpointing their
target, they swoop down quickly,
bringing their feet forward and
seizing their target in their long,
powerful talons. They eat skunks,
rabbits, rodents and sometimes
wade into streams to catch turtles,
fish and frogs. They swallow their
prey head first and usually whole.
Later, the indigestible parts—

bones, feathers—will be regurgitated in the form of a pellet.
Great horned owls are found in
almost every part of North and
South America. They are one of
the earliest birds to nest, beginning
in late January or February. They
do not build a nest, but use an
abandoned red-tail or crow's nest.
The earliest eggs may freeze, and
the female is often covered with
snow as she incubates the two or
three eggs.
The eggs hatch in about a
month and the owlets remain in
the nest about two months after
hatching. The adults viciously
protect their young.
Great homed was well as other
species of owl chicks leave the
nest before they can fly. They
stay on nearby branches or on the
ground and the parent birds continue to care for them. Well-
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meaning individuals often find
these birds on the ground, assume
they are orphaned, and take them
from the area to care for them,
usually with disastrous results.
Such owlets should always be left
where they are unless they are
obviously injured or in danger.
The common call of the great
homed owl consists of five notes:
hoo-hoo, hoo hoo-hoo.
To a field mouse, that probably
sounds more like the roar of a
tiger.
Celeste Baumgartner is a member
of the National Writers Club and
has had numerous articles published in such periodicals as
Outdoor Journal arul Oxford
Press. She and her husband make
their home in Hamilton, Ohio.
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Ohio Southland
In The
Eighteenth Century
Number 9:

WANTED:
A Good Hunting Frock

by an Allegheny Trader
"Betwixt the Forks and the Oubache"

With my gun in one hand and
tomahawk in the other, and a knife
eighteen inches long hanging at my
side, dressed in a hunting frock,
breechcloths, and leggings, my
countenance probably manifested
my excitement, I leaped out of the
boat and with a very quick step went
up the bank to the Major. I looked
like a savage...ifrom B. Van Cleve's
memoranda probably written about
1794 and later published in the
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Although woefully uneducated, Van Cleve's experiAmerican Pioneer.)
One might endlessly debate whether clothes make ence and self motivation served him well. Benjamin
the man. However, the preceding sketch by Benjamin lived to tell and eventually write about the Indian attack
Van Cleve would imply that his wilderness dress had at of St. Clair's army in November, 1791. Later, Van
least some temporary affect on this individual's charac- Cleve became a permanent resident of Ohio and helped
ter. The wearing of a hunting frock, leggings, breech- found Dayton, Ohio following the Greenville Treaty in
1795. Here, he was
cloth, and moccaone of the first teachsins, was once a
ers, became a Clerk
common sight in the
of the Montgomery
18th centur>'"SouthCounty Courts, was
land." Thousands of
the fu"st postmaster
immigrants moved
of Dayton, and was
to the Ohio Valley
eventually made one
during this period,
of the first trustees
and many adopted
of Miami University.
this wilderness attire.
This was all accomVan Cleve's story
plished before 1821
can be considered as
when he died at the
typical as his dress.
age of 48.
Henry Howe, in
Obviously, Van
his history of Ohio,
Cleve's wilderness
states that Benjamin
dress left an indelVan Cleve was bom
ible mark on the
in New Jersey. The
mind of a man who
American Revoluhad many intCTCSting
tion had financially
experiences on
ruined the Van Cleve
which to write. One
family. Like thoudoes not have to
sands of others, the
delve too deeply into
seemingly endless
frontier or 18th ceneconomic opportunitury border history to
ties drew both Benjamin and his father
19th century lithograph of Shawnee chief, Kish-kal-wa, dressedfind similar citations
westward during the
in a period shirt. The garment of blue dyed cloth shows the which mention the
use of the hunting
late 1780s. At sevtypical .soft collar and ruffled slit down the chest.
" shirt or hunting
enteen. Benjamin
moved to Kentucky acrossfrommodem day Cincinnati, frock. This can be explained in part because this
but his life was soon to change. Benjamin's father died wildemess dress was viewed as peculiar to many eastat the hands of the Indians. In fact, war between the new erners. Later, in the 19th century, the huntingfrockwas
republic and the natives was eminent. These precarious also romantically remembered—especially the uncomconditions caused the younger Van Cleve to take an mon ones made of leather. However, there are fewer
army position working for the Quartermaster Depart- physical descriptions detailing exactly how this attire
ment between 1791 to 1794. Howe writes that Benjamin looked.
traveled extensively. His movements included a westProbably the best description of hunting dress can be
em trip down the Ohio River to Fort Massac. This found in a border history called, Notes on the
outpost was located on the north side of the Ohio River settlement...of the western part of Virginia. Penned by
some ten miles below the mouth of the Tennessee. The Joseph Doddridge in 1851, this reference is often reabove description was written somet j after his visit peated but uncited in many local histories written on
there.
both sides of the Ohio River:
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The dress of the men was partly Indian and partly accounts and seemed to have been used interchangeathat of civilized nations...The hunting shirt was univer- bly. However, the shirt and frock were once distinct
sally worn. This was a kind of loose frock, reaching halfforms of apparel. Although commonly called a shirt, it
way down the thighs, with large sleeves, open before, is obvious that all detailed descriptions are referring to
and so wide as to lop over afoot or more when belted. a type of frock or outerwear. Some explanation seems
The cape was large, and sometimes handsomely fringednecessary in order to gain a perspective on period dress
with a raveled piece ofcloth ofa different colorfrom thatand wildemess clothing styles.
of the hunting shirt itself The bosom of this dress served The hunting frock should not be confused with the
as a wallet to hold a chunk of bread, cake, jerk, tow for true shirt. The shirt was a pullover garmet with a slit
wiping the barrel of the rifle, or any other necessary fordown the breast and a short soft collar. The common
the hunter or warrior. The belt, which was always tied shirt was typically buttoned or tied at the neck line. The
behind, answered several purposes, beside that of hold-open slit was sometimes trimmed with a mffle. Save the
ing the dress together. In cold weather the mitten, and mffle, the shirt was seldom seen. Most commonly, the
sometimes the bullet-bag, occupied the front part of it. shirt was worn under a frock or waistcoat. Only rarely
To the right side was suspended the tomahawk and to the
was the shirt collar exposed. Most often it was covered
left the scalping knife in its leathern sheath. The burningby a cravat or large handkerchief tied about the neck.
shirt was generally made oflinsey, sometimes of coarse Worn directly over the skin, the shirt was typically
linen, and a few of dressed deer skin. These last were considered an undergarmet. It should be pointed out that
very cold and uncomfortable in wet weather.
the working class and slaves sometimes wore the shirt
Fortunately, Doddridge emphasized the hunting shirt alone but only during the warmest of weather. Such was
as a type offrockcoat. Eighteenth century terminology probably the case in such southem colonies as Virginia.
can be confusing since the hunting frock was neither a The Native Americans, who were living across eastem
tme frock nor shirt. Both the terms, hunting shirt and North America, began trading for shirts. They also
huntingfrock,have been found printed in contemporary seemed to prefer to wear the common shirt as an outer
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dress during the warmer months.
In the English colonies, shirts were most often made
of bleached linen or cotton. Finely woven materials
were used when they were available or affordable, while
courser cloth was used when practicality was of utmost
importance. Dyed shirts of checked, striped, or printed
material were wom but were more uncommon. However, printed shirts may have been more popular with
other ethnic groups. Brightly colored shirts were preferred by the American natives, possibly because of
contact and trade with the French. In the wilderness,
coarser linen shirts would have been worn by hunters,
trappers and traders but which should not be confused
with the true hunting shirt or hunting frock which was a
distinctive piece of outerwear.
The modern man's suitcoat with pants and vest,
though distinctively styled, can be traced to the use of
thefrockcoat, waistcoat and breeches. Like today's vest
and suit coat, either the waistcoat or frock was the
preferred outerwear. The termfrockwas simply used to
denote outerwear. Court coats were a distinctively
fancy type of outerwear usually of hand-embroidered
silk worn over a waistcoat. Period style dictated that the
court coat, waistcoat, and breeches be made of similar

material.
Though always fitted, American frock coats were
more often made of plainer or single colored broadcloth.
Such daywear was obviously better suited for Virginia
planters or urban tradesmen. The plain colored frock
might also be worn over a waistcoat but of some contrasting color. Men's clothing of the 18th century were
typically worn in layers depending on the weather.
English farmhands also wore loose smocks to cover the
shirt and keep it clean. In cold weather, both the
waistcoat and frock could be wom together. During
severe weather, a cloak or "great coat" or what we might
term an overcoat was worn to tum snow or water.
The hunting frock may have been derived from the
long use of smocks and particularly cloaks in Europe.
Obviously, the hunting frock was an outerwear form like
the loose fitting peasant smock. It should be emphasized
that period cloaks typically displayed a long overhanging collar or cape to protect the shoulders. Similarly, the
huntingfrockwas distinguishedfroma common shirt by
a wide fringed cape. In conclusion, the hunting frock
might be considered as a simple adaptation of a typical
European over-garment style.
The huntingfrockwas well adapted to the wildemess
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conditions and trade shortages. Unlike the typical each man a hunting frock. One might imagine that the
tailored frock coat, the loose fitting hunting frock was Genera] became aware of this apparel during the French
not tailored to a close fit. Probably for practicality and Indian War and during his other excursions to
reasons, the huntingfrockwas not buttoned but belted at western Virginia and the Ohio Valley. It is important to
the waist. These attributes made the garment relatively realize that the typical wilderness dress was applied to
easy to consfruct because of simple tailoring and less the military establishment and not visa-versa. The
historian should not
likely to need repair
be too weary in uswith the absence of,
ing military quotes
easily lost buttons.
to clarify the appearHistorians have
ance of what must be
had a tendency to
considered typical
read some fascinacivilian dress.
tion into contempoEarly in the war,
raneous quotes rethe colonies planned
garding the hunting
a
campaign against
frock. It is possible
Quebec, Canada.
that some colonists
One participant,
were unfamiUar with
John
J. Henry of
them since many
Lancaster, Pennsylpeople werefroman
vania wrote: The
urban background.
principal
distinction
However, I feel that
between us, was in
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hunting shirt, leggins, and moccasins...It was the silly
Europe by farmers and the working class.
fiashion
of those times for riflemen to ape the manners of
The hunting frock became the favored dress of the
colonial army because it was made of common material savages. Regarding the manners of a "savage," I would
and was easily produced. Standard issue clothing was imagine that John Henry was referring not so much the
simply unavailable at the beginning of the American style of dress but to battlefield tactics. The above
Revolution. The hunting frock was the solution to a "uniform" was sometimes referred to as a "rifle dress"
shortage of standard and costly-made military dress. during the American Revolution.
Rifle dress almost became a standard at least for
George Washington recommended that a long, loose
hunting shirt and long, coarse breeches or overalls some militia and rifle corps. The colonial rifle clearly
should be distributed whenever possible. In fact, Wash- out ranged the English brown bess musket and meant
ington hoped that the Continental Congress would issue death to foot soldiers and officers alike. When properly
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employed against the rank andfile,rifle corps were the
dread of the English military establishment. Their
distinctive clothing made them visually obvious during
combat. Washington states. It is a dress which is justly
supposed to carry no small terror to the enemy, who
think every such person a complete marksman
(Washington's Orderly Book, July 24, 1776). During
the American Revolution, expert riflemen were instructed to rain long-rangefireupon the officers. Therefore, a reason did exist for the English to fear the
rifleman and his distinctive attire.
Few hunting shirts have survived into the 20th Century, although literally thousands of them must have
been made and worn. It is fortunate that the hunting
frock has survived in historic literature and in the occasional artist rendering. Native chiefs were continually
brought to Washington, D.C. for treaty negotiations
after the War of 1812. These natives commonly sat for
local artists and in the meantime, this work captured
their attire.
The amassed paintings were once housed in what
was known as the Indian Porfrait Gallery. Unfortunately, the Gallery bumed but not before lithographic
copies had been reproduced. These lithographs can be
studied today and several clearly indicate that more
conservative minded chiefs still preferred to wear the
huntingfrockat least through the period of the Jackson
administration.
•
One of the most interesting lithographs is that of the
Shawnee, Els-kwau-ta-waw, whichfranslatedmeans,
"the open door." More commonly, this Shawnee was
also known as the Prophet who was reported to be
Tecumseh's half-brother. The surviving lithograph was
preparedfroman oil portrait by Charles Bird King. This
painting was either made from life or copied from an
earlier 1823 porfrait executed in Detroit by another
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artist, James Otto Lewis. Regardless, such paintings
provide an opportunity to examine the hunting frock in
some detail.
Long before these lithographs were printed, the EuroAmerican hunting frock had been discarded in the then
settled west. Few, however, were probably made or
wom after the second decade of the 19th century at least
by men of European descent. Joseph Doddridge was
correct to imply that the hunting frock was bortowed by
the natives living in the Ohio Valley. In fact, hunting
frocks continued to be used well after they were out of
style with the settlers.
The new inhabitants of the growing towns and cities
were not interested in maintaining the wilderness but
brought normal life and styles to the burgeoning area.
An 1817 Western Gazetteer or Emigrant's Directory...
describes the modem styles of the Lexington, Kentucky
thusly:
The log cabin had disappeared, and in their
placc.costly brick mansions...bespeaking the taste and
wealth of their possessors. The leather pantaloons, the
Hunting Shirt (my emphasis) and leggings had been
discarded, for the dress and manners of the inhabitants
had entirely changed.
By 1836, Cincinnati's Family Magazine Tomantically remembered the westem hunter. It seems that there
was some attempt to accurately portray Daniel Boone in
a slouch felt hat, leatho" leggings, moccasins, and a dark
colored huntingfrock.The scene was romanticized with
the addition of ariflein hand and Boone sitting astride
a rock pinnacle. In sum, the lithograph would imply that
by the late 1830s his way of life and his garb was then
considered rather quaint.
Obviously, Van Cleve was little different than his
more popular or well known contemporaries. Benjamin
had been influenced by his wildemess experiences.
COMPLIMENTS OF
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Like many others. Van Cleve probably hung up his
hunting shirt as tastes quickly changed around him.
However, neither Van Cleve nor his neighbors ever
forgot about their earlier wildemess experiences. The
events, especially those from the intervening years between 1790 and 1795, taught the then young Benjamin
much about the practicality of wildemess dress. More
importantly however, we should remember that Benjamin became a man in the meantime.

The use of both the common shirt and huntingfrockis
detailed in this 19th century lithograph of Tecumseh's,
brother, "the Prophet." The collar of the plain or bleached
undergarment is covered by a silver gorget. Although worn
here unbelted, this typical example of a light blue hunting
frock is shown with contrasting fringe and a wide
collar or cape covering the shoulders and back.
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This aerial view dramatically illustrates the great bends in Ohio Brush Creek at The Swirl Preserve.

Sinkholes,
Swirlholes,
And More!
Jeffrey D. KrK>op

One of the most prominent natural features of central
Adams County is the Ohio Brush Creek river system.
Beginning in southem Highland County and westem
Pike County, this sfream flows south through Adams
County before terminating at the Ohio River just west of
the town of Rome. Approximately 50 percent of the
Adams County landscape is located within the drainage
basin of Ohio Bmsh Creek. Along much of its course,
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it forms a distinct boundary between the shales
and sandstones of the Allegheny Plateau to
the east and the limestones and glaciated
terrain of the Interior Low Plateau region to
the west.
Near the lower reaches of Ohio Brush
Creek, just south of the town of Fawcett, the
sfream has formed a very interesting geological feature long known as "The Swirl" on
Bmsh Creek. Here, the Ohio Chapter of The
Nature Conservancy has established a nature
preserve known as The Ohio Brush Creek
Swfrl Preserve. This 1500 acre forested preserve features a rich and varied flora and
fauna along with geological phenomenon Approaching the Swirlholefromupstream. Note the circular
shape of the hole in the background.
unique to Adams County.
The Swfrlhole on Bmsh Creek is named after a deep doesn't fill in withrivergravel. It can be speculated that
pool on the creek which is roughly circular in shape. At the tremendous force and agitation or "swirl" of the
this point on the sfream channel, the water, which is water during periods of highflowacts as aflushingagent
fraveling south-eastward, meets a resistant layer of thereby removing accumulated gravel and sandfromthe
Brassfield Umestone causing theriverto make an abmpt hole.
Numerous limestone sinkholes or "sinks" are also
"hairpin" tum to the northwest. Exposures of the Brassfield limestone can be seen at this point in the form of prevalent in the upland areas of the preserve which is
cliffs up to 20 feet high on the east and south sides of the underlain by limestone bedrock. Sinkholes are a pheswirlhole. The hole gouged out by the river actually nomenon associated with limestone bedrock and the
represents a contact point in the sfream bed where the development of cave systems. Sinks are depressions
younger Brassfield limestone ends and the older, less that form on the ground surface as a result of water
resistant Elkhom shales, which underlie the limestone, slowly dissolving the alkaline limestone. The slightly
begin to surface. The river has eroded away the soft acidic rainwater reacts with the carbonate rock and, over
shales leaving the harder limestone, with the subsequent time, chemically erodes the rock away. As the water
forms a sink, it continues to fravel downward through
development of a pool in the sfream bed.
The swirlhole, named after the apparent swfrl of the fractures in the limestone and the resultant formation of
water during periods of high flow, is about 150 feet in a cave. Due to the thinness of the limestone in cenfral
diameter and 37.5 feet in depth at its deepest point The Adams County, most of the sinkholes are small—up to
hole has been documented to be somewhat conical in 50 feet in diameter and 20 feet deep. Most of the cave
shape. It is somewhat of a mystery as to why the hole passages are too small to enter and explore.
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Indian Point

Sink Holes

Ohio Brush Creek
Flood Plain
Swirlhole -^

E/kho,'•n Sha/e

(Soft)

Ohio Bmsh Creek Valley in cross section-The upper map is a topographic map of the area adjacent to the swirlhole. Line A
- B is a cross section of the river valley th •. gh the swirlhole. The lower diagram is a cross section view looking northeast just
south of the swirlhole. Note the dip of thtj various layers of bedrock from west to east and the contact point at stream level
between the Brassfield limestone and the Elkhorn shale. (Not to scale)
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However, just to the south of Ohio in parts of Ken- the creek at the swirl preserve were never farmed. These
tucky, the development of karst topography, a name for areas contain excellent examples of mature floodplain
extensive regions dominated by sinkholes and caves, is forest dominated by large sycamore and cottonwood
quite dramatic. Typically, there are four necessary frees.
ingredients for the development of large cave systems.
During the summer months, thick stands of stinging
Thick layers of hmestone (at least 100 feet thick), highly nettles dominate the floodplain understory which can
fractured limestone, a warm, moist climate, and time. make hiking a difficult, painful experience! During one
The development of karst topography cannot be illus- of my hikes along Brush Creek I discovered a large
trated any better than the Mammoth Cave region of population of the green dragon plant. This .species
west-cenfral Kentucky. In this area one canfind1(X) belongs to an interesting group of plants with unique
sinkholes per square mile with some of them reaching flowers that are covered by a hood-like stmcture called
mammoth proportions of up to 2,(X)0 feet in diameter. a spathe. One familiar woodland wildflower, Jack-inWell over 300 miles of cave passages have been ex- the-pulpit, is a member of this group. In the green
plored and mapped in this region.
dragon, the long, yellowish-green spadix orflowerstalk
Due to elevational changes of up to 3(X) feet at the (up to six inches) and extending well beyond the hood or
Swirl Preserve, a variety of forest types can be encoun- spathe, is reminiscent of "the dragon's tongue," hence
tered. The bottomland hardwood forest with its rich the common name, green dragon.
The deeply dissected uplands at the Swfrl Preserve
alluvial soils were some of the first areas in Adams
County to be cleared for farming. The preserve contains feamre hardwood forests, cedar barrens, extensive cliff
several hundred acres of bottomland. Much of this areas, waterfalls and gorges. Several of the largest,
bottomland was farmed until 1960. Thesefieldsare now inaccessible ravines contain large oaks, hickories, yelin the process of reverting back to forest and support low poplar and beechfreesup to 30 inches in diameter.
young Cottonwood, sycamore, ash, walnut, hackberry
A frequent inhabitant of the mature forest at this
and boxelder frees. Several small tracts of forest along preserve is the pileated woodpecker. This large, color-
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ful woodpecker finds ideal feeding and nesting habitat
Many of these mussels are indicative of good water
in the old growth forest which has an abundance of dead quality and quickly disappear from rivers subject to
and dying "wolf trees."
abuses such as gravel mining, heavy siltation, and pesThe forest floor of the ravines and upland woods are ticides. They feed via a syphen-filter system where
rich in native flora. Great white trillium, wild ginger, water is drawn inside the shell through a syphen, filJack-in-the-pulpit, and Dutchman's breeches are just a tered, and expelled back out of the shell. Astiiewater is
sampling of the 400 or more plants that can be seen at filtered, tiny organisms, the food source for the animal,
this preserve. Probably the rarest plant here is the are captured and digested by the fleshy interior of the
handsome mint named Synandra. This plant displays mussel. In order for this system to work, the water must
large, white flowers and is only known from a few be clear and clean lest thefiltersbecome clogged and kill
scattered locations throughout its range in the eastem the animal.
United States. The population of this plant at the Swirl
Human use of the area in and around the Swirl
Preserve is quite impressive numbering several thou- Preserve is frequently encountered. One area on the
sand individual plants. Synandra is typically found in ridge west of the Swirlhole is locally referred to as
moist, shaded ravines and is very suseptible to elimina- Indian Point. Several bits of evidence have been found
tion through the opening up of the forest via logging. on this ridge suggesting that this high ridge was freThe rarity of this plant has prompted the Fish and quently used by Native North Americans long ago.
Wildlife Service to propose a federal threatened or Besides the occurrence of spear points (arrow heads)
endangered ranking for Synandra.
and other artifacts, piles of stones indicate a potential
In 1989, Dr. Thomas Watters of Ohio State Univer- burial ground. A local landowner familiar with the area
sity conducted an intensive study of the Naiad or fresh- told me that these piles of stone were long ago excavated
water mussel populations of selected sfreams in south- and vandalized with the subsequent removal of bones
em Ohio. One of the richest areas for these mussels is and artifacts. These native people were certainly atthe lower reaches of Bmsh Creek in and around the Swfrl fracted to the Brush Creek Valley due to its abundant
Preserve. Dr. Watters was able to identity an extraordi- game, accessible water for drinking andfravel,and its
nary 27 species of freshwater mussels in Ohio Bmsh abundant fish and mussel populations.
Creek He stated in his report that Ohio Brush Creek was
The European settlers were also atfracted to the
the most significant stream in the survey. He 4>und no Brush Creek Valley during the settlement of Adams
less than five state endangered mussels, meaning that County. Abundant evidence of old farmsteads can be
they are known from three or fewer sfreams in Ohio. seen throughout the Swirl Preserve in the form of
One species, the yellow sandshell, had not been col- tobacco barns, log cabins and farm houses. Most of
lected in Ohio since 1959.
these areas were abandoned during the 1950s and 1960s.
Freshwater mussels have illustrious common names. Old tobacco and cornfieldsare in the process of revertYellow sandshell, pink paper shell, pocket book, pistol ing to forest and the once cleared upland forests are
grip, and the rabbit's foot are just a small sampUng of the reverting to cedar thickets and hardwood forest.
100 or so species known from Ohioriversand lakes.
Most of the acreage owned by The Nature ConserLINDA KRATZER
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vancy at the Swfrl Preserve was acqufred by gift through
the foresight and generosity of Stanley and Lx)uise
Rowe, Jr. of Cincinnati. The Rowes have been long time
members and supporters of The Nature Conservancy
and thefr outstanding, long-term commitment to conservation will be protected in perpetuity at The Ohio Bmsh
Creek Swfrl Preserve.
Additional Information:
Several times a year the Ohio Chapter of The Nature
Conservancy conducts public walks on several of its
Adams County preserves including the Ohio Brush
Creek Swfrl Preserve. If you would like more information on these nature walks, please contact the Ohio Field
Office.

cultural, educational, and scientific research opportunities for future generations.
To date, The Nature Conservancy and its members
have been responsible for the protection of over three
million acres in the United States, Canada, Latin America and the Caribbean. While some areas are transferred
for management to other conservation groups, both
public and private, such as the Cincinnati Museum of
Natural History, the Conservancy owns and manages
some 1,000 preserves—^the largest system of privately
owned nature preserves in the world.
Individual membership in The Nature Conservancy
costs $15.(X). Members recdve the state chapter newsletter and national magazine which keep them informed
about the Conservancy's preservation activities and
special field trips. For information contact:
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY

About The Nature Conservancy:
1504 West First Avenue
The Nature Conservancy is a private, non-profit
Columbus, Ohio 43212
membership organization committed to the preservation of outstanding natural lands that harbor rare and
threatened plants and animals. Lands protected by The Jeffrey D. Knoop is a graduate of Ohio University with
Nature Conservancy perform many important fiinctions a degree in Environmental Geography. He has served
in the settled landscape in which we live. They are living as the Director of the Ohio Land Protection Program of
The Nature Conservancy since 1984. a
links to the past and will provide important historical.
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A Continuing Series...

Let's Keep Their Memory Green

Lena McCov Mathe>\ s

A

r

The following is an historical novel written by the late Lena McCoy
Mathews. Mrs. Mathews was raised in a very strict Covenanter family
on "The Ridge" in northern Adams County. Through her writings, she
accurately describes Covenanter beliefs and how these God-fearing
people translated their faith into everyday life. Each story presented in
Mrs. Mathews' work is based on actual events as told her by earlier
generations as well as those personally experienced during her childhood.
Lef's Keep Their Memory Green is being published in series form
through the generosity of the children of Mrs. Mathews: Dr. Fred L.
Mathews of Dowaglac, Michigan; Dr. John A. Mathews and Dr. Thomas
E. Mathews of Three Rivers, Michigan; Richard C. Mathews of Marathon,
Florida; and Ruth Mathews Cornell of Lafayette, Indiana.

Chapter X
The Underground Railroad
The Covenanters of The Ridge had assisted many a
weary runaway slave to freedom before 1850, but ever
since the passing of the Fugitive Slave Law in 1850, they
had been active conductors on the Underground Railroad. This new law had only made them more active.
Other church groups here lent support too, no doubt.
The old stone house where the Sharps lived on the
mill road, the Ralston old log house at the tum of the
McCullough road and the Milligan log house about
halfway along the Ridge road were "stations" of this

community; there may have been others.
Somewhere very near the Ohio River was a settlement of Quakers among whom the first station was
connected with the "railroad" that passed through the
Ridge.
This route was, in its roundabout way, longer than the
twenty-five miles by stage road, I believe near, or at
Manchester.
Regardless of backwoods roads, often rutty and
muddy to the point of being almost impassable, the
escaping slaves kept steadily arriving on The Ridge
where food, shelter, and clothing if needed, were supplied from their meager means and with a prayer they
were sent on their way toward Canada.
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Sentiment against the Fugitive Slave Law was being with them, they all lay down on the living room floor. It
aroused by both prose and poetry. The song entitied The was not an uncomfortable bed, this rag carpet over a
Fugitive Slave to the Christian was being sung through- thick padding of straw.
out the North. Only the chorus I remember hearing:
Wearied fromfraveland fright, they sank thankfully
down and fell sound asleep.
The storm had struck with heavy rain soon after their
The hounds are baying on my track;
arrival. Now, just before dawn, it was clear starlight
O Christian, Will you send me back?
when Mrs. Milligan suddenly sat up in bed, awakened
Uncle Tom's Cabin, published in 1852, very quickly by the barking of their watch dog. Cautiously, she
found its way into all abolitionist homes, fanning the peered through the window. Men on horseback were
flames of resentment against slave traffic to a white heat. halting. Quickly she aroused John from his deep slumIt was a sultry summer night in the early days of the bar. "What is it. Mass'? Are they after us?" moaned an
Underground Raikoad, Pitch blackness was lighted at old negro whom John shook, whispering for all to make
intervals byflashesof lightning as thunder rumbled in haste to their hiding place.
the distance.
Out into the shed room John quiefly guided the party.
Mrs. John Milligan was sitting by her living room Through an opening in the logs that took them under the
window in the darkness, watching the road, in the house, they crept into the spidery blackness.
flashes of lightning.
The house was built on a hillside making the far side
John had left in mid-afternoon to meet a party of narrow, but in their fright they did not stop until wedged
tightly against the far wall, as far away as they could get
negroes along the road.
She and John were well over eighty, but they had from the opening.
John swiftly replaced the cut-out section of logs and
aided the slaves toward freedom for years. Since Senator Seward had created quite a furor by saying in a pushed a pile of kindling shavings placed here for
Senate debate, there was a higher law than the camouflage.
Constitution, many who had not before dared to break
All this took scarcely longer than it took the men
the law now saw it as a duty dictated by moral right to outside to tie their horses.
defy this fugitive slave law.
"Open up in the name of the law!" shouted a voice
As Mrs. Milligan prayed silently a peaceful calm from outside.
enveloped her. Presentiy she heard faint sounds out of
John took histimeas if being awakened out of sleep.
the night and a flash of lightning disclosed an approach- Before he got to the door, shots rang out. As well as
ing wagon and horses.
being angry they were evidently drinking. The door was
John guided the party of several negroes into the rudely kicked open and the slave owners with an officer
house, where by the flickering light of a candle, Mrs. of the law entered. They prowled through rooms,
Milligan gave them food and drink while John stood kicking and poking every object that might conceal one
outside listening. After being given instructions as to of their slaves.
what they were to do in case their pursuers caught up
Up the ladder into the low loft room they went, then
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to outbuildings, but no sign of their prey could they find.
"Sirs, what right have you to be desecrating my
property? 1 advise you to be moving on." said John,
addressing the men.
"Your horses out there answer the description of
those seen on the road a few miles back and they have
been driven this night. Those covered up sacks of grain
had niggers behind them. You are known, and you had
better take care breaking the laws of our country,"
angrily accused one man.
"Prove that," John quietly answered.
"Come on, we'll find the niggers. He's left them at
some other place," said the officer and they mounted and
rode off.
Not until the cover of darkness came could these poor
frightened creatures be persuaded to leave the security
of their hiding place. Then they were spirited on to the
next station.
This old log house, near the Steele McCreight place,
still stood in the early nineteen hundreds with the bullet
holes of this night's raid still in the door jamb.

Chapter XI
Con.scription
Many ancestors of The Ridge Covenanters had been
burned at the stake for their faith back in Scotland. As
the fire slowly rose around their bodies, they were told
that if they would recant, they would be set free, but they
welcomed death rather than deny their Lord.
Down through the years the memory of the martyrs
was kept green by succeeding generations.
Had this war been a declaration against slavery,
every eligible Covenanter would have volunteered. But
at the beginning it was, to quote from Covenanter
history, "Only to keep slaveholders in a slaveholding

union.
Reverend Gailey was preaching out in a grove this
Sabbath. He was a small man, very unimposing in
appearance but a forcible speaker with a pleasing personality. He delivered this sermon with unusual force
for he was aroused against the evils of the day. He spoke
in such thunderous tones that the boys declared they
expected the bark to peel from the trees. Even the horses
hitched nearby backed and threw their heads restlessly
and a sprinkling of oxen along the hitching posts lowed
and pawed the dust.
He spoke of the safety of the people being in their
spiritual armaments: "Nations of history have often
been kept from total destruction when they Served the
Lord. At other times somerighteousones who defied the
ungodly, as the prophets of old, the reformers of Scotland, Germany and other lands who would not yield to
wicked powers, were the spiritual armaments that kept
their nations from total destruction or complete moral
degeneration.
"If we Covenanters alone may be the only spiritual
armaments now, we pray that total national destruction
or moral degeneration may not come to this country.
"Jesus Christ gave His church the power to bind and
loose, to forgive and retain sins. This power was not
only to the local church in the matter of discipline but to
the whole church invisible to govern the nations.
"If ye abide in me and my words abide in you. You
shall ask what ye will and it shall be done unto you.
"Does the church abide in Jesus Christ if it acknowledges a government to be ordained of God that does not
recognize Jesus Christ as its head? Blessed is that
nation whose God is the Lord. If my people who are
called by my name shall humble themselves and pray,
and turn from their wicked ways, then will 1 hear from
heaven arul will forgive their sins and will heal their
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but the Reverend Gailey continued to forbid his people
land.
"Why can man never see it! When the kings of old to volunteer. The principals had not changed, he beacknowledged God as God of nations and confessed lieved. The slaves were onlyfreedas a means to an end.
their sins to God and put away national sin, that nation Could the North have won without freeing them they
had complete armaments. Their enemies were defeatedwould have been kept in slavery, so he gave no quarter.
*
*
*
many times without even lifting the sword.
"Church and state cannot be united to give temporal Now came the Conscription Act, passed by Congress
power over spiritual things, but there must be a tie of in the spring of 1863. Soon the President ordered a draft
recognition of God that automatically gives spiritual of 300,000 men between the ages of 20 and 45.
No longer did the matter of choosing to go or not to
power over temporal things.
"With slave catchers shooting into our homes and go to war lie with the individual. The Gaileyites and
backed by the government, whatfreedomwould we be some others settied the question by moving to Canada.
Others raised the $300 required to hire a substitute. This
fighting for, I ask?
"No! Covenanters cannot volunteer!" he declared. money could only be raised in most cases by giving
The Synods of the recognized ancient order and of chattel or property mortgages.
A very few of the Gaileyites went against the church
the Steelites also held this same viewpoint.
As long as it was only a matter of volunteering or not and volunteered; some were drafted.
However, none whose ancestors were conscientious
volunteering the decision lay with the individual. The
church could give orders and, if disobeyed, could drop objectors need be ashamed, for nowhere was there
the violator from membership. Further than this they greater efficiency in freeing the slaves through the
could not go. The entrance of light had made excommu- Underground Railroad than on The Ridge. No danger
nication a dead letter. The church was now generally was too great for the Covenanters who couldfightwith
understood to be the church invisible. None knew the a clear consciaice. So far as I ever heard, no fugitive was
lack of church infallibility better than the Reverend ever captured and taken back into slavery while passing
Gailey who had himself rebelled against what he be- through The Ridge.
There was great rejoicing among the conscientious
lieved to be error." Yet he clung to what he believed right,
objectors of The Ridge when the draft law was susthough others disagreed with him.
Of course, there were those to whom the laws of their pended on August 19 this same year after a terrible riot
own particular church organization were jus divinum in New York City. The draft was a failure because of the
and the latter class were, within less than a year, to be great resentment by the poor of the practice of hiring
substitutes.
muchfroubledin spirit.
President Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation
Proclamation January 1,1863, and Covenanters began
to volunteer all over the North. Even some pastors
volunteered and went with those of their congregations.
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